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Introduction

Can psychiatric survivors, cx-users and uscrs/consumers be brought togcther and form an NGO
(Non-Governmcnüal Organisation) on a Europcan level? A difficult question that cannot be answered
only theoretically. To build an NGO you need membcrs, who {ind that we share some common interests

and common political and ideological viewpoints.

To start off the process leading up to prolosals on ideology, politics and actions at the next and third

Conference of the European Network of Users and ex-Users in Mental Health, the Board of the
Network invited individuals with different experiences and opinions from the survivor/usermovement

to meet and discuss some fundamenüal questions. 30 users/survivors from 1l countries participated.

While most of the time at our former conferences was snent on medical and legal issues. the focus for

this seminar was on social issues.
The questions put to the participants were-
1. a. Self understanding:Are we different from average citizens? If so, why?
l. b. Self defrnition: How do we define ourselves without using traditionalpsychiatric or disability

terms?
2. a. Self determination: How do we achieve self-determination in our own socialsurroundings?
2. b. Special righs or just equality? Should we demand specialsocial righs (e.g. work, housing,

money) ? If so, which rights would be our priorities?
These questions were discussed in smaller groups and were later on debated in plenary sessions.
This report sets the written comments from individuals on particular topics beside the reports of the

plenary sessions. This gives the flavour of the ideas and shows the development of the interactive

debate. The reports of the plenary sessions reflect the different styles of the rapporteu$ rather than the

length of the plenary-debates.

The clear understanding from the beginning that the seminar was not intended to reach any final

decisions but to share ideas and opinions resulted in a very open and honest atmosphere. All
participants took part in the lively discussions and everyone felt that his or her opinion was taken
seriously.

Many different concepts and interesting angles were brought up. Most of the participants found that

the questions were not that easy to answer and that easy answers might be dangerous to give. Among

the concepts which kept coming up were:
. lulnerability - survival - sensitivity
. being: misunderstood - stigmatised - humiliated - discriminated against
. not coping - reluctant to adjust - expericnced - nahrral

The Seminar showed a wide range of theoretical and ideological
Network as well as their capaciry to listen and learn from each other.

The Seminar challenged the Board and taik-forces to strengthen

and objectives, and to use words, concepts and views, which

user-/survivor movement.

Comments and suggestions on the questions and items of this

European Desk of the Network.

views amongst individuals n the

and clariff our descriptions, aims

will unify instead of split the

report are very welcome at the
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Part one: Self understanding and self  definit ion

1.1. Written contributions from participants

1.1.a. Self  understanding:
Are we different from average citizens? If so, why ?

Hans Bergströnt, RSMH Sweden.
I don't likc talking about normaliff and so called abnormality. We are just people. But for the man in the

street we, who are Psychiatric users or Survivors, are different. Psychiatric illnesses are the last shameful
diseases. Even AIDS has got a face amongst the public. There have been a lot of gala performances where
famous actors appear to the public, but we haven't yet got abig galaperformance for users in mental health.
And how can the public look upon us as "normal" people? During cenhrries we have locked up people,
suffering from a mental disease, in mental hospitals or asylums. People leamed that we had to protect the
society from the "madness".

And now the same public shall meet the same persons as neighbours, in the supermarket, and maybe at
their works. There is a shift of paradigm that goes very rapidly.

Jasna Russo, Boardmem ber, Yugoslavia-
Our experience of psychiatry is what differentiates us from other people. I don't furd it safe in a society as

it is, to speculate about other eventual differences. Not all of us did go crazy before ending in psychiatry.
And not all of us did make trouble. We might see ourselves as more sensitive than others, but I think we
should gain any common self understanding. It's all right when each of us find the meaning to our own
experiences, and there are as many ofthose expcriences as there are ofus.

Eva Feiglovö, Czech Association of Mental Health, Ciech Repubtic.
According to my experience from talks with fellow-patients and my own perception of the world and

society, I think that we are more sensitive than the average population, more sensitive to our own difficul-
ties in life but as wellto what our fellow men feel. Often we are willing to help them. If we are joined in or-
ganisations or clubs, it gives us opportunify and ability to do so. Our hard life experience gave us the privi-
lege to be able to listen to other people, to understand them and to know that we have no choice between
the struggle for life and mental hospital, because the second is too horrible to be experienced agan.

I heard a wonderful metaphor, depicting my feeling of how we differ from average citizens: Some people
are like a canary in a coal mine, which was uscd in older times for the signalling of the poisoning gas in the
atmosphere. The canary died hrst, just before the people under the earth startcd to be endangered. In the
same way we react to the disharmonies and insuffrciencies in the whole society. It means that on the other
hand we can h'elp other people, as we are sensitive enough to their feelings, needs and demands from the
society.

Kerctin Kentpker, Berlin, Germany
Are we different from average citizens? No. We have to make public, that "mental illness" is more an

issue of belief than a scientific reality (but there are a lot of realreasons to get crazy) and therefore we don't



necd diagnoscs, psychofarmaca, shocks and compulsion, but all in society need more tolerance, lcss
normality and lcss fear of abnormal behaviour.

I'eople who nccd and want hclp, should get thc help they wish. They should have the possibility to
choose betwcen real altematives. Treatment with harmful effects Q.ieuroleptics, shocks), e.g. chromosome
damages and tumour buildings in the breast glands rcsp. brain damage, has to be prohibited at the same
time.

For me (and our union) the political and legal irsues are of great importance. I'm not fighting for nice
words and wishes, but for real changes, which haye to be enforced. Psychiatrists will not make a voluntary
surrender.

Neil llard, Survivorc Speak-Out, IJnited Kingdom
Are we different from average citizens? Answered simply, I think yes. Those who have, are, or become

labelled 'mentally ill', have done so for reasons that go beyond their particular behaviour at this or that point
in time. I think we are fundamentally different in the way in which we 'view' the world. perhaps most
significantly to me, the way in which we feel the real world 'out-there'to be, often lies in marked contrast to
the ways in which a society tells us the world really is. I think the mad become labelled so, due to our
normal, rational and human inability to constitute our experiences in terms of the prevailing social order.

Th e re sj a K r u m m e n ac h e r, L es S an s-Vo ix, SwitV rlan d
In a sense we are different because we know better than "the average citizen" what it means to suffer, to

be humiliated, to be considered a "mad" person, an incompetent, irresponsible, social non-entity. True, we
are often more fragile than "the average citizen" because of the circumstances we have had to live through
and which have caused, or are linked with, our more precarious state of health: sickness, accidents, loss of
kin, friends or professional stafus, difficult family sunoundings such as incest, alcoholism, violence, etc.
The stress we have undergone, together with the way we have been treated, tends to make us lose our
self<onfidence and sometimes even our sclf_esteem.

we think it is a good idea to focus our attention for once on social issues, i.e. social recognition,
integration, rehabilitation. However, it is not possible to separate social issues entirely fiom medical ones,
slnce our state of health determines our social needs. Nor can legal, economic or political issues be
evacuated as they all interact in determining social rights and conditions.

H0wever we are definitely like any "average citizen" in that we know better than any outsider what we
feel, what we need, what is good for us. we have had ample opporrunity to reflect. about what is happening
to us, to try to undeßtand ourselves and others and in a way we are experts in sellunderstanding. What is
certain is that no one understands us better than ourselves.

Mary Neftle, MINDLink, United Kingdom
Yes we are different from average citizens because of the discrimination we face fiom being labelled

menlally ill' Inside we are no different from the average 'normal' citizen who could easily given a
combination of events such as the sudden death of a loved one, being made redundant, from a job or
becoming homeless join the ranks of those labelled menrally ill. It is only our contact with the psychiatric
system that makes us different.



Maths Jespen;on, RSMH, Sweden
On thc onc hand wc arc just individual, human bcings likc evcrybody clse . On thc other hand we cannot

and should not deny that we have had special emotional, psychical and spiritual experiences. This might
seem as a paradox and a contradiction, but for me it is not. The solution of this paradox is that we might
have had very special and rare experiences, but these are in the scope of normal human reactions. They are
no illnesscs or dcviant behaviour or disorders or something like that. They are some of the reactions that
human beings can manifest undcr some special conditions.

We are individual human bcings, but we have some typical kinds of reactions in common - like anger,
fright, falling in love, blushing and the different emotional, psychical and spiritual experiences indicated
above. The rypical kinds of reactions are common, but the situations in which they arise are very personal
and different. And these situations are in their turn part of very different contexts, emerging out of our
personal history, which is unique.

As these reactions are normal though rare they shouldn't be the subject of treatment. They aren't
something you should be cured or rehabilitated from. They are experiences that should be lived, that should
be seen as meaningful events in your life story with important messages to you about how to live more
authentically and worthwhile. These experienccs might bring about much suffering to you, but they are not
to be neglected or to be denied or to be pressed down with drugs - one needs to find the way through.

I also think that we have some common traits, which might be part of the reason why these special
emotional, psychical and spiritual experiences happens to just some human beings and not to everyone.
One common trait I think I have found in most of us is that we are very reluctant to adjust to the behaviour
and thoughts of the majority. We are the real individuals, who don't want to submit ourselves to the
conventions and norms of "ordinary people".

We don't want to be part of any collective- and that is also why it is so hard for us to lurd some new
common name of our European Network and to hnd a common categorical concept to replace "mental
illness""

But I think we must find some new common concepts and ways to dcscribe our special emotional,
psychical and spiritual experiences. We cannot just say 'No" to everything, we must have some positive
alternatives.

If we just deny that we have had these special experiences and don't want to talk about them, we are false
to ourselves and to the deep, meaningfulmessagcs hidden in these experiences. We are then just damaging
ourselves and multiplying our suffering. We are then also in exactly the same position as psychiatry, as
denying our experienccs is just what they are doing - with the help of drugs.

We must turn our suffering and hard expericnces into something positive and therefore also define these
experiences in a new and positive way. They shouldn't be seen as something negative but as something
wonderful with a profound relevance to ounelves and mankind.

Just as the blacks in America turned their black stigma into something positive by saying "Black is
beautiful", we might perhaps do the same by declaiming "Mad is beautiful" and start being proud of our
expenences.

Our expericnces are not "mental illnesses" or "disorders". They are natural, adequate reactions in the
existing scope of human ways of manifestation.

They are in no way confined to "mental patients". They are well known throughout all mankind's history.
Our spccial expericnces are common with those of many shamans, mystics, artists, profound and moral



pcrsonalitics among the poor pcoplc and all kinds of mcn and womcn who break out lrom thcir dcvastating
social confinement to find a way of their own to a more authentic and worthwhile life.

Thcse links are well-known, hard facts. Whcn psychiatry is denying these lacts by trying to press our
experiences into the concept "mental illness" they arc simply lying.

Conclusion: We have to definc and describe our special emotional, psychical and spiritual experiences in
a new, positive, creative way.

Stefonia Dei, A.I.S.ME, Italy.
There isn't any way which disl.inguishes us from the other average citizens, in my modest opinion.

Everything depends on the people with whom we iue in touch every day, if they are not clever. Therefore
there are some people, this does not depend on their cultural level, but it derives from their clever standard,
who want to take advantage of the person labelled as someone diflerent or because they have a weak
personality. On the other hand there are some people who are clever who don't perceive us as different
people, or better still give us all their friendship and love because they do not want us to feel even more our
inferiority complex because emotionally disturbed people are highly sensitive.

Giampizro Fossi, Gruppo d'Auto-Aiuto psichiatrico di Firenu, Italy
Each user or ex-user is a citizen like all other people. Each person-citizen has his/her rights and duties. A

user or ex-user, otherwise needs structurps for social re-insertion; acfually they are few in my country. In
Italy we have several social co-operative societies (so+alled "social private"), that put into effect working
reintegration programs for ex-users, whether inside the co-operatives or out of the co-operatives, in some
small local industries, in cleaning enterprises etc.

Most of the people that live in a family (seeing that the pensions are very low) have a lot of difficulties to
fmd a job autonomously, especially without a ,'right acquainüance".

We also have the "stigma", the "mark" ( that springs out of medical diagnosis), it makes worse working
and social reintegration in "normal life',.

I think we can recuperate a person through:
a) work/job
b) activities for spare time
c) affective life

Lars Jensen, Denmark
Apparently we must have been different from people sunounding us, since they succeeded in pointrng us

out for psychiatric treatment that caused and created stigma and handicaps, which fulfilled all bad
expectations and which was totally disabling, invalidating. But why?

Higher sensitiviry and./or more stringent and consequent in thinking and prophecy undermined existing
power and prestige relations in our sunoundings (in politics, in family, and job).

So, all the bothered and annoyed people defined us cantankerous and the psychiatric constructed ',our,,

exact diagnosis to explain "scientifically" all divergences and quanels.

Marinka Kapelj, SENT, Slovenia
we are not different from aveftIge citizens, but the "normal" part of our society think that we are, because

they are afraid of their own madness.
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l . l .b.  Sel f  def in i t ion:
Ilow do we de/ine ourselves without using traditional psychiatric or disability terms?

Hans Bergström, RSMH Sweden
This is a very difficult question to answer. But for me it's a question of vulnerability. But it's also a

question of disability. When we in Sweden tdk about disability it's a question of relation between the
individual and the society. That means that you lead your thoughts away from the individual towards
certain lacks in the environment that can be dealt with. With that I want to say that the democratic society
has a responsibility to make it possible for each individual to take part in spite of yourown disabilities or
malfunctions.

Jasna Russo, Boardnrcmber, Yugoslavia
The same as self understanding. We are not handicapped, neither disabled or ill. What is there about us

that needs a definition? Do the people who haven't been diagnosed need to explain or define themselves?
Shall we accept the reasons for psychiatry and.help them define the difference? Help them draw the line
once more? I can individually keep defining myself in a positive way (for example as someone who can get
totally sick of this world and allow herself not to be a part of it for a while) and I can discuss it with friends
or write about it. But I find it very dangerous and I am against us together tending to find common
categories for all of us. Our survival of psychiatry is what brings us together. And our self definition should
end there.

Eva Feiglovti, Czech Associatian of Mental Health, Czech Republic.
The problem of what is normal and sane - if the norrns of the entire society which lead to the consumer's

way of life, loss of values, stress on competition instead of co-operation, violence, etc. - or reaction of more
sensitive individuals who do not ht into the society, is well known and it is difficult to make people think
about it.

In mental hospital I met also people aftcr death of the nearest person or divorce of parents - a sitr.ration
quite understandable as a cause of breakdown. The society should rrrovide services in the range of the
"norm" helping people to copc with crises.

Ken;tin Kempker, Berlin, Germany
We are "survivors of psychiatry" (common experience) I prefer: "antipsychiatric activists" (common aim)

"(ex-)inmates of psychiatry" is a more neutral term but all these words are only possible names for a union.
They don't define me or others as persons. I don't want to be defined once more.

N e il lV'a rd, S u m ivo rs Sp e a k- O ut, IJ n ite d Kin g do m
How do we äefine ourselves without using traditional psychiatric or disability terms? I think a good start

would be'misunderstood'and'ill+onceived'. Perhaps from this socialperspective, we might usefully defure
ourselves individually as people and collectively as, possibly, THE EUROPEAN NETWORK OF PEOPLE
DISPUTING PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE.



T h e re sj a K r u m m e n a c h e r, L es S a n s- Vo ir, S w it ze r lan d
We are peoplc whom other peoplc have labelled, diagnoscd, stigmatised as bcing "mentally ill". We are

people whom other peoplc treat like "objects,'and not ,'subjccts".

Like other human righs minorities we refuse this stigma and especially we refuse to be second-rate
citizens. We are human bcings with emotions, feelings, desires, and especially rights and responsibilities.

However, we must recognise that, submitted - sometimes forcefully - to the authority of others, we have
often become handicapped, multi-dependent, both nhysically and financially and perhaps psychologically.
We need to regain self-con{idence, self-esteem, aqd especially self-determination.

Mary Nettle, MINDLink, United Kingdom
If only we could define ounelves without using the labels that psychiatry and society puts around our

necks. I like the name survivor and I accept the use of the label service user. I personally do not feel it is
associated with drug user although many people do (anyway a lot of us are users of prescribed drugs). We
are all human beings who sometimes have difficulty in coping, quite often interference from psychiatry
makes us less able to cope. I would like to be defrned as a person whose needs are no different to any other
human being.

Stefan ia D ei, A. I. S. ME, Italy,
How do we define ourselves without using traditional psychiatric or disability terms.
We are a particular kind of people who are leading our lives with certain feelings of being ill at ease. It is

possible to see the reason for this in Modern Society where the number one person always seems to be one
of the most materialistic, having one of the sharpest minds and being one of the best known people in
society' First, I have to say to myself, then I would like to cry out to all the people who expenence the same
troubles as myself that we would have t0 be optimists to think we could succeed in doing things in exactly
the same way as those other people are doing.

The most important thing is to know ourselves thoroughly so it is possible for us to understand what our
real intellectual capabilities are s0 we can prepare ourselves for a job in the future.

Giampiero lcossr, Gruppo d,Auto-Aiuto psichiatrico di Firenze, Italy
we def,ure pcrsons like others, without psychological-medical marks.

case of wc want iminated
We want to have thc possibility to work, to love, to amuse ourselves as all people do.
Theoretically, it's possible to do that, but the practical realisation is really difficult.

Lars Jensen, Denmark
I am I' You may ask me questions to find out, to reveal or to judge, who or what you think I am.,

Marinka Kapelj, SENT, Slovenia
We are survivors or users of psychiatry. We use both these terms in our organisation. But we do not want

that other people use these terms for us. we don't want to be dehned.

t 0



Peter Campbell, Survivon; Speak Out, UK (not panicipating fu the sentfuar)

I fcel personally that thc question of how we arc saying we are different is very important. Not only the
diffcrence betwecn "suryivors" and "non-survivors" but between us and other disabled people and the
differences between "suryivors". For example - is there a significant difference between people with
"psychotic" and "neurotic" experiences? I fcel thcrc are differences in the last case and not just in terms of
experience in system of care e.g. whether we get ECT or talking treatments.

Also feel issue of self-definition is important and whether we would share the concept of "disability
movement".

I hope Kolding is succesfull.

1.2. Plenary session

Abnormal or experienced?
Maths Jesperson gave a summary of the 3-hour long discussion of his group on Self-dehnition and

Self-undentanding:
The group had agreed from the outset on the question of 'Are We Different?' to separate being persons

who were the same but individually different as is every citizen from the acceptance that we have had
non-ordinary experiences.

It is the bio-medical model which makes the cxperience into a labeVdiagnosis by the psychiatric,system.
We recognise communality but there is a need to separate our personal history and social context, even the
trans-generational picture. What is this concept of 'Mental Illness'? The group saw it as something of
spiritual crisis, but this can be problematic because of religious overtones, so possibly it has more to do with
emotional crises and distress. While we need to look with a cntical eye at things, it is important we describe
our experiences carefully with the positive aspects included. If you see this as a medical illness you lose the
part played by pcrsonal history, meaningful experiences and outside influences.

Are there common threads in our lifestyle? We do not want to be average or to adjust to society. Eva had
said'we do not want to live in the world just as it isl'Normalify, what is it?

Roberta: What we share is not clinical but cmotional - do we have a wider ranse of emotion than most
people? We do nOt want to be average or to adjust to sociefy.

Jan Dirk: Is that really the case or are we just unlucky? Is it an zrbitrary maffer of chance?'to live in the
world just as it is!'Normality, what is it?

Maths: You must make a difference between being a human being and having special experiences. As
human beings and citizens we are like everybody else, but we have had some special extra-ordinary
expenences, which not all people have. But these expcriences aren't limited to people labelled as mentally
ill. There are also people who have survived outside of psychiatry with these experiences and in some other
cultures these experiences could be recognised as something meaningful.

Roberta: Are there states everyone experiences but sometimes categorises as something different.
Eva did not agree with society, did not want to adjust to the world which permitted the holocaust of the

six million Jews in World War 2 and now the 'ethnic cleansing' and wholesale slaughter in what was once
Yugoslavia. Eva's daughter was always being told she must adjust too. As people Eva believed we are
thinking more about othcrs, we are helping each other, not competitive. In the wider world there were other
values- efficiency, competition. We can explore the world in very sensitive ways because we are very

l l



sensitivc. We can somctimos be ellrcient. Somctimes wc want to be efficient but we use up our energy and
abilitics and have necd ol'suppo(.

Ilans: To abandon and rcject socicty is to reject yoursclf as you are a membcr of the socicty.
Eva felt that to abandon society is to abandon one's sclf in-society. Even if living in socicty that seems

mainly uöan and Western means that it values efficicncy and the material rather than relations between
people.

Erik O. reminded the seminar that in nazi times not only Jews but also people who used psychiatric
services were killed off. He believed that there is a oanger that if we define ourselves too strictly as different
from others it could one day make it easier to scparate us out and to kill us.

Erik K. believed it was not possible to give defuritions of normality. He said that his wife said that he
should be different in her way, doctors in the hospital said he should be different in their way but he only
wanted to be different in his own way.

Matthias: We must recognise what in German language is called 'Definitionsmacht'. We can defrne
psychiatrists as criminals.

Maths felt that our so-called 'Mad Experiences' are in the normal scope of people's responses, not an
'Illness' or something outside of human experience. They are well-known in other cultures, with shamans,
gurus etc., these different or altered states of consciousness.

Edna: We are sharing the experience of what we are - not what they say that we are. How can we regain
our digniry?

Roberta: These sorts of experiences simply go outside of the usual, they are more intense than usual but
not abnormal. I am proud sometimes of being extreme.

Lise did not want to speak of normal and abnormal but to have a critical reflective eye in relation to her
personal experiences.

Gunnar did not believe in the need to be normal but would actually be sad if he were called normal.
Lars thought that experience depends to a great extent on the culture in which we live. The western

culture can seem like a spiritual dead end.
Matthias mentioncd that in his group at home the word 'normal' had been used as a term of insult.
Karl Bach considered that some people thought it dangerous for us to defure ourselves or give ourselves a

label that other people might use against us if they felt they had us taped.

Misunders too d a nd mistreated
To Neil Ward the idea of being misunderstood made a good starting point for discussing the issues of

self-definition and self-understanding.
For Karl Bach the way people are seen in relation to psychiatry underlines the misunderstanding which

conceptualises us as suffering from brain diseases. Are there reasons for our being misunderstood in this
way? We are part of natural mankind, not abnormal. The natural world does not function free and wild
within a framework of regulation and artificial 'agriculture'. Human nature is in the same way distorted by
values and methods of efficiency and materialism.

Modem agriculture kills the natural in nature. Psychiatry kills the natural in human berngs.
Maths said we had to be careful about defining ourselves simply in relation to being misunderstood.

Other groups were also misunderstood, youth, for instance. Maybe that was too generalised an idea. We
need to look also in a positive way at the experience of suffering, of being in a place in which you did not
wish to stay, of moving on, having learned something. He wanted to set the question in relation to society
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and to the latcr qucstion about rights and cquity, if wc wantcd to be diffcrcnt. Therc are indiviclual
diffcrenccs in evcry socicty but it wzrs certainly harder to be different in thc post-in<lustrial society. It was
necessary to have food, housing and some income or camings, some money. It was possible in other sorts
of societies to live diffcrently, in historical and pluralistic societies for example. In the post-industrial
society it wa-s publicly accepted that society had to intervcnc. The biological and medical model and the
labelling of experiences and behaviour of mcntal illness provided society's justification for that intervention.
Being misunderstood was not the key-problem for us; it was being misunderstood and mistreated.

Karl: It's common that we don't think we have braindeseascs, but there is a misunderstanding in society
that we have braindcseases. If we don't develop our own concepts, our self-understanding - then psychiatry
will have the monopoly in dcveloping concepts.

Rasmus believed that being a victim can be a problem in itselt He was uneasy about Neil Ward,s idea
about our being delined by misunderstanding in case we just accepted that and did not try very hard to
change it. It was the role of the European Nctwork to be disputing psychiatric priorities basing the dispute
on our understanding of our different expcriences. In his view that did not have to wait for some venion we
could all agree on. There was a great gap between the psychiatric perspective and our individual views.

Edna: Research showed that in many so-called Third World countries the bio-medicalmodeldid not have
the hold it had in the post industrial society. What is labelled schizophrenia is seen as much less of a
problem and less a disruption in the lives of people in non-industrial societies. The power of psychiatry to
define needs to be challcngcd because it is used abovc all to dehne those who are most powerless within
society, the poor, the uncmployed, the black, u'omen, people with disabilities. When we talk of
self-definition we must not forget the importance of taking back the power to define ourselves.

Erik O. stated that in his private life he defincd himself as a free thinker. It is very difficult to be around us
because we challenge the illusions, the assumptions and the ideas of othen. It is an illusion that there are not
differences. The most common human trait in any nation is diversity. In reality differences are more normal
than similarities and equality. only death is equal. It is good for the community to be aware that society
needs people like us who disscnt and who do not conform but who question and go to the edge to challenge
what normality is.

Jan Dirk thought that some people were not easily understood but why should we undersland everything
about everybody? We all understand common injustice and mistreatment. This is our common bond - the
recognition that that is not the way to treat people. Society has not yet seen this injustice. If they had this
experience we have they would need no more explanation, it would be obvious.

What about the idea of adjusting to society? We are always in society, part of it. He spoke of a local
group in the Netherlands which this year hacJ rvon an award for working with the homeless. Sometimes the
homeless do not want anything else. They live on the streets. The group accepts that the homeless are not
understood but they can still be treated well even if they are not understood.

Eva challenged what Ildna had said about madness seeming to be less of a problem in the third world.
She felt that in South America and in Africa many hundreds of people were often confined, neglected and
abused in appalling conditions.

Edna acknowledged this was so but wondered ir this was not partially the result of some of those
countries copying the Euro-ccntric modelof psychiatry instead of following their own cultural traditions.

Karl Bach: Some people may see themselves as consumers of mental health services, others as survivors.
Can we begin to resolve these differences and find common ground? We all seem t0 agree here that we do
not suffer lrom brain diseases and we seem [o be reaching towards defrnitions and understandings about
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relations with pcoplc. In the future wc might devclop altcrnativcs, so pcoplc do not entcr psychiatry. Thc
definition of pcople who have uncommon cxperiences should not bc left to psychiatry.

Matthias wanted to know more about diffcrent traditions and ways of dealing with people with
uncommon expcrienccs even in Europe, in Finland and No(hern Sweden, for instance. One answer for us
was to build indcpendent local groups. He knew 25 local groups all very different, none really strong or
powerful. Power was key point. I{umanity has not been human in history. Only the powerful are treated
well. It is a serious fault to leave out the importance of the dimension 0f power. Just to get to where we are
now has taken an enormous effort to get power. Nothing about understanding. The Powerful know what
they are doing in order to increase their own riches and power. They define the world for themselves.

Gunnar believed all people need emotional support and if they do not get it they will all become users of
psychiatric services. He thought that if one came from a small place where people handle each other with
care there is more love and understandins.

Should users and survivors unite as disabled ?
The discussion resumed with Lars saying that survivors and potential survivors need to get together. If

there are experiences we have in common they need to be researched and the results published. It would be
useful to ask survivors about their expectations. Perhaps survivors could do this for themselves.

Erik believed the problem was that we did not relate well to people who like matcrial things. We are
marginalized. The European Union has a Social Charter which does not have much to say about us. But we
are not small numbers. We are20Vo of the population and we should discuss how we link to other groups.

Matthias thought it was too early to build link with other categories of disadvantaged and disabled
people. He knew of 343 such groups in his country, FAPI only had 20 members in a country of 80 million
people. There was a lot of work to do. Our Groups needed to get larger and stronger before we couid make
real contact with other sorts of groups.

Jan Dirk said that links had already been established. Edna as a member of the Helios Group put Roberta
forward for the Disabled I'eoples' International visit to the European Parliament. There was no money so far
for usen from Europe while organisations like the DPI could get it. There was a Council of Europe Report
on Human Rights in Psychiatry and the All parry European parliamentary Group.

Mary Nettle asked if we were going to discuss whether what is called Mental Illncss is a disability.
Hans said that the only advantage for accepting that was that it enabled us t0 act politically in the

European Community.
Maths wanted us to focus on the development of user- and survivor-groups in Europe. National

organisations were developing differently. Northern countries like Sweden. the Netherlands and Britain
have larger organisations, other countries are movrng forward in their own way. Some others are hnding it
very difficult. For some people who have been made dependent for many years, dependence may be the
only way to survive, We need to take a more complex view of the siruation. We need to help people to
become less dependent and express their critical views. Wp need to be a broad group with many views and
that includes being practical about people who have no choice and no alternatives allowing time for the
growth of consciousness. We need to keep having a dialogue with each other. It is not a bad thing that the
German organisations are as they are, going slowly and doing it their own way. Bigger is not always better.
You could get many people joining who are not critical of the providers of psychiatry and who want to
provide propaganda for them. There is a need to strengthen the belief that it is possible to live without drugs
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or cven without thcrapcutic scttings. Thore is a dangcr that organisations dcpcntlcnt on the current systcm
will cnd up praising it instead of bcing critical.

Richard said he did not bclicve that thc only way to get involved politically was under the label of
disability. Ile did not see himself as disabled. If we go that way we bccome second class even with the
disabled. Mcntal hcalth service users gct the chaff at the bottom. What we get will be what the Disability
Movement decides what we get. That should be monitored. We should be self-determined. He did not want
to be understood,but to be accepted as he was. He would only draw a line where it became a question of
being a threat to others. UndersLanding feels good but does anyone undersrand even her- or himself?

Anne felt it was very difficult to say that one does not need psychiatry or help linked to psychiatry. Lots
of people want t0 help but it may or may not be what we want. She wanted to speak out for the people who
say they need psychiatry to have the right to choose, to decide for themselves, to be more responsible for
decisions about themselves. It is impo(ant for the process that people g0 on to make treatment and support
better. Other people labelling me is their problem.

Karl Bach believed we should consider linking with the disabled not for the money but because we have
COMMON INTERESTS. To link with them does not mean we should accept their definitions or use their
terminology.

In Denmark youngsters fight for the right to define their own situation. Some disabled people feel that is
why we should link. We need the money and the power to meet and for that we may have to depend for
now 0n the DPI and the ERC (European Regional Council of the World Fedeqtion for Mentat Health).

The problem is not just about small groups working in isolation. When we build our groups we will be
able to come out and fight openly. Those who see themselves as consumers are potential survivors. though
some are now psychologically dependant on psychiatry.

Mary wanted to go back to the theme of disability. She did not feel she was personally disabled but
disabled by society, discounted and devalued, having to lie to get jobs. She shared some of her experience
of working with an all-disability group in Wilshirc.

Richard: I feel like a prostitute if I connect myself to the disabilify-movement to get money and political
influence. It's the easiest way, but not the only way to get access to EU. In the disabiliry movement we
become second cla^ss people. I really don't want to be understood - I just want to be accepted.
Disability-organisations really want ali to be normal.

Matthias: The disabled people look at themselves with the eyes of the normal- that is ideology in Marx,
sense:t0 see yourself with the eyes of the ruling class.

Jan Dirk said that we had been asked to link up with DPI precisely because we were a user group. It is an
intemational nerwork where they want people who organise themselves. The ERC participates but is
controlled by professionals. other groups which are not run by disabled people also participate. That's why
we link up in a political sense to change the balance more towards self-help and self-dehnition for people
themselves. we decidc, not otheni for us. we want user controlled budgets. User controlled budgets in
mental health arc more difficult to get.

Mary reminded people that thcre were other groups which faced discrimuration apart from the disabled.
Each group of people necded hrst a clear position and a strategy. For instance we needed to hnd a common
name where we could all fit in. We have to decide together what we herc should fight for not just everyone
fighting for oneself.

Hans: We should stress more on building up alternatives to psychiatry: self help groups. That should be
the main topic at our next European confercnce.
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Eva bclicved wc should scnd a rcprcsentative to evcry confcrence to raisc those issues and promotc
alternativc options making them known to profcssionals and to us. We should make a study of alternativcs
nexf year to back this up.

Matthias said in relation to disability that he had his own life and he had chosen not to adjust. If he was in
a wheelchair he would have no choice but to sit. He takes his own way and says society has to accept his
way. He disagreed with taking the way of the disabled. For him a small group was an important part of
consciousness, The supposed view of normals is actually seen tfuough the eyes of middle class dogninant
hierarchy. Large organisations were often mixed wrth that.

Edna asked if we did not need both large and small groups. Large groups tend to get too close to the
system in order to grow and survive. They can forget where they came from and why. There it is easier to
say yes than to resist. It's easier to express anger more openly in small groups. Large groups need the anger
from the smallgroups to keep them honest and true to their originalaims. There might be a difficulty about
self-help groups who set themselves up as service providers. They could lose their edge and not be
self-critical.

Maths said he was not willing to be called disabled. There were advantages and disadvantages in working
with them. They always seem to want to be normal. to have a normal life. He could see the positive öpects
Jan Dirk saw, fighting together against paternalism. It worked in Sweden because people who support are
not masters but assistants.

Roberta said in Britain dis-enabled was a term we could all sometimes use.
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Part fvvo: Self determination and special rights ?

2.1. Written contributions from participants

2. 1.2.. Self determination:
How do we achieve self deterntination in our own social surroundings ?

Hans Bergström, RSMH Sweden.
Self determination means that we should be looked upon as individuals and subjects instead of a

diagnosis or objects. We have the right to our history and to our life. That means of course on all levels. We
have to brake the power of the white coat in mentalcare. Because that power also has a tendency to reach
out in the sociefy. We as people who sometimes in life need care. support and service should be in focus
and not the staff. They are only humble servants.

Jasna Russo, B oardmem ber, Yugoslavia-
If I understood this question conectly, self determination for anyone who has been in the psychiatric

system, is about recovering from that experience. And for me, that means first of all getting off
psychofarmaca. It also means fighting the stigma; hnding sources of energy and setf esteem; changing the
social surrounding which brought us to psychiatry for the more fridndly and undersüanding one; hnding
strength for existence which can protect us from further psychiatrisation; working on our personal micro
network of friends and people interested who can support us and help us in the next crisis; working together
with other survivors and being solidary with them.

Kerctin Kempker, Berlin, Gernany
How to achieve? By clear refusal to psychiatry. By independent, user-controlled organisations and

self-help, by public discussions, publications. (This is how I understood the question.)

Neil l[/ard, Sumivors Speak-Out, United Kingdon
Perhaps this is best achieved by each one of us, through a combination of:

(a) ultimate respect for ourselves. That is to say, who we are -the way in which we work.
(b) the provision of non-prejudicial information i.e. respect for other viewpoints - even if they are

misguided

and finally,
(c) make the best use of humour such as satire. This seems to touch thc 'human' in humans.

Theresja Krumntenacher, Les Sans-Voix, Switzerland
The key to self-determination is self-confidence. Once autonomy has been lost, it cannot be regained

overnight' But everyone can work on trusting his own judgement and becoming more and more
autonomous.

Outside help is generally an asset. Every mental patient should seek an understanding, open-minded
doctor, not necessarily a psychiatrist but someone who listens and is attentive to people's problems and
needs and who, if necessary, can help the patient free himself from his dependency on psychiatric drugs
and can provide alternative treatments.
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Self-help groups, humaniüarian associations, churchcs, can all provide moral and practical help and

understanding. Legal support is also often necessary to obtain respect for one's rights. Mental patients

should unite their forces and try to establish links with progressive doctors, lawyers and human righß

organisations.

Mary Netle, MINDLink, United Kingdom

If only we were able to do this! The majority of people who have experienced mental health problems

know what is helpful and unhelpful when they_have a crisis and are temporarily unable to speak for

themselves. The use of crisis-cards and living wills, which are legally enforceable, can only be helpful.

There is a need to give people control of recourses to purchase their own care, such as counselling,

aro matherapy massage and app rop riate hous in g.

Stefania Dei" A.I.S. ME, Italy.

Everyone who has some experience of working, knows it's impossible to reach one's peak every time but

the most important thing is never to be discouraged about it.

This thought will always be with us that, in particular, when one cannot manage to do his or her job today

it's going to be done tomorrow. A portion of optimism and self- confidence must be kept in the way we

behave every day.

G ia m p ie r o Fossa G r u p p o d' A ut o-A i uto P s ic h iatric o di F ir e n ze, It a Iy

How do we achieve self-determination in our own social sunoundings?
- Reintegration structures
- Work/job
- Education, teaching (= "normal" social life)
- Professional training

In daily life, there are a lot of difficulties: discrimination, isolation, mistrust and SOLITUDE.
Moreover, a lot of (ex)-users have some crisis periods that produce or increase the chronicity.

Besides, about mental health matters, there are a lot of interests of all kinds:
- economical interests (pharmaceutical industries)
' medical class interests (instrumental utilisation of psycho-dnrgs, everything to avoid the

causes of distress and to protect drug-therapies only for lucre).

On the other side, there are the families that often (not always) do not help the person who has distress.

On the contmry, families often lead people to chronicity.
This written report must be a starting-point to reflcct for everybody who is involved in the mental health

sector. We need to "construct" a better future.

Lars Jensen, I)enmark

Advice: tf you already have been suppressed so far, as your cunent social surroundings {ind you fit for
psychiatric treatment you do better leave in a hurry - if stillable to - live on your own, until you find social

surroundings matching your personality - if ever, - if wanted, mutually.
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Murhks Kapelj, SENT, Sloveniu

We mcan that we are part of normalsociety. We nced special help, but we cxpect that this help gives us
friends. We don't wanl to talk about our problems with other people, because we simply want to livc
without stigma.

Maija Bäckntan, MTKL, Finland (not participating in the seminar)

Opinions of the Kolding Seminar qucstions:

In principle in Finland all people have [he same legal rights. The laws are in fact good, also to the users
and ex-users in Mental Health. Actually we are having conversation about the law of the compulsory
treatment care, if it must be changed.

And thc parents, who suffer from a mental illness have difficulties t0 get their righß, before the law taking
care of their childrcns lives. Despite of these qucstions, I think that generally the reason is that the users and
ex-users are themselves different than others, and thcrefore they get different treatment and care and also
social rights.

We think we are not so good as others, we cannot behave like others, and our ways and customs are
different. It is, in other words, a personal and individual way to behave. But because it differs from the
usual customs of society and neighbourhood, we get the stigma: deviant.

If we become more conscious of ourselves, and trv to get more and more information, we can better live
our lives. The most impotunt fact is to work to change our own attifudes and to work to understand better
each other, in order to be able to communicate and cooperate. For this we need our national associations
and our European Nefwork.

Then we must work hard to change also the atlitudes of the environment. But to help and support all the
valuable lile in hospitals and in non-institutional care, we need also special rights. Maybe the most
important right afterthe economical living s the possibility of work. We need special social rights to give
work to everybody according to ther abilities, talents and strengths, the work as waged work, sheltcrcd
work or occupational therapy.

2.L.b. Special rights or just equality ?
Should we deftnnd special social rights? If so, which rights would be our
priortties?

Hans Bergström, RSMH Sweden.
The goal should be just cquality, but it could be neccssary sometimes to have special social rights for the

most suffering. We have that in Sweden for spccial housing, work and a right to penonalassislance. Some
of us don't have the power to dcmand cqual rights so for the timc be ing we should have a sprcial legislation
for people who can't stand up for their demands to a worthy life.

The point of our action should remain arldressing the responsibility for the difficulties we may expenence
in lurding work, flats etc. We should not step over the lact that psychiatry damaged us, hrrn the
consequences of it into our own disabilities and demand special rights from that position. This is maybe an
easier way to cope with life and it's also easier for those who cope with us, but rve can never politically fight
psychiatry and ask for the special rights at the same tune.
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Jasna Russo, ßoardntentber, Yugoslavia_
The point of our action should rcmain addressing thc responsibility for the difficulties wc may experience

in finding work, flats etc. Wc should not stcp over thc fact that psychiatry damaged us, turn the
conscquences of it into our own disabilities and demand special rights from that position. This is maybc an
easler way to cope with life and it's also easier for those who cope with us, but we can never politically fight
psychiatry and ask for the special rights at the same time.

Eva Feiglovd, Cuch Association of Mental Heslth, Czech Repubtic
This question can't be answered in an either/or- way. We need both. Special righs for people who can not

yet be integrated back in the society -i.e. protected work and,/or living- and possibilify to be integrated into
the sociefy -working oppo(unity WITHOUT DISCzuMINATION- for those who wish to work and
overcame in the latter the crisis. The realify diffen from theoretical laws.

Kerstin Kenpker, Berlin, Gernrcny
Should we demand special rights? No. We should demand common rights: human righs and the right to

refuse psychiatric treatment as any other medical treatment.
Imprisonment (without being condemned for a crime), involunüary and uninformed treatment should be

forbidden and punished. Psychiatrists should be liable for damages, their victims should get a
compensation.

Neil ll/ard Survivors Speak-Out, United Kingdom
To demand, I think undermtnes my philosophy. Although the result may be the same, I prefer to approach

the question in this way. Yes I believe we are different. Certainly we are misunderstood, breading
intolerancc and margmalization from the wider society. Therefore the notion of special social rights is
necessary but, not through the demand of these things so much, as tfuough greater education of the facts. It
is a fact that mad people are poor. That they are often ill-housed - if at all and hnally that, given a minimum
level of financial social security and good housurg most seek work opportunity, but, that this is almost
impossible due to prejudicial practice. These then are the content and order of my nriorities which
ultimately might lead to changes in socialaccephnce:

(a) a minimum level of social security in recognition of our social luhrerabilifv.
(b) access to safe and secure accommodation.
(c) cqualaccess to work opportunities incorporating a recognition of our lulnerability

Kr4'saof Pasuk,' PSYCHE', poland

in my opinion it is necessary fcrr people who have mcnlal problems to have the same rights as others. we
don't need special rights to live humanely. The fact that we have mental health problems does not indicate
that we are better or wone than other members of our society

More important for us is undersLanding our probrems and fighting rights
pregnant women, invalids, unemployed people -. we don't live alone. so
othen, work togcther.

We need the following rights:
The right t0 proper protcction during the illness
The right to have a possibitity to chose different trcatments
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Thc right to havc advocacy protcction
The right to have a possibility in organising our community in lobbics and associations
Thc right to have social protection in difficult moments - work in special workshops, set up hostels,
use moncy lrom foundations for social projects .

Generally we nccd possibilities and rights to carry about our lives ourselves. This all is for me equalitv
and we should demand these rights.

In many cases people don't have even those rights. Helping others does not indicate something special. It
should be normal. This all for me means eguality.

Theresja Krunmtenacher, Les Sans-Voix, Switzerland
Equality is a sine qua non. But there can be no equality without recognition. Mental patients should sit in

all public consultative and decision-making bodies concemed with mentdl health, as well as on the boards
of administration of the psychiatric hospitals, community institutions etc.

As to special rights, if society mistreats mental patients, subjects them to degrading and dangerous
treatments with long-term consequences, it must necessarily assume the consequences of it's acts. What
might be termed special rights can also be regarded as normal compensation for the damage done.

We consider it a priority for society to provide appropriate medical and social care in adequate
surroundings. Wc feel there is a dire need for altcrnatives to psychiatric hospitals in the form of community
institutions (temporary homcs, day-care centres) where persons can go to in case there is a crises or the risk
of a crises, where they can "run-away" to, where they can go to when they have been released from a
psychiatric h<lsp ital.

It would also be useful to have teams of "friendly helpers" who could keep company to patients in their
own homes and by their reassuring presence could alleviate a patient's anguish and womes.

Mary Nettle, MINDLink, United Kingdom
I do not believe that special rights for the mentally ill would be helpful but I do believe in special rights

including anti-discrimination legislation for people with disabilities. In this way those people with mental
health problems who consider themselves to be disabled would be given special rights. However we must
demand equality pa(icularly an end to special laws which force us to receive 'treatment' for an indefinite
time against our will.

Stefunia Dei, A.I.S.ME, Italy.
Shouid we demand specialsocial rights (e.g.. work, housing, money?)
If so what righß would be our priorities?
The most important thing for us is having a job. It is of great use for our individual daily means of

support, but it is important because wc can get in touch with other people, so<alied normal fellows, and
strengthen our individual penonalities. Therefore it would not be a job set up by a co-operative firm
otherwise it's possible to set up a new ghetto. This job has to be found in the fields of private firms or within
public authorities.

Certainly the job must be congenial to our cultural and intellectual faculties. It has to start gradually,
fintly two or thrce hours every day, then it would go on to be a full-time job with a good salary so one
pers0n can live in a dignified way. This job has to meet the disabled peoples' requirements during his or her
working time.
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Thc sccond thing is to havc somc cit-sy terms of paymcnt in order to have ones own housc or flat.

Gianrpiero Fossi, Gruppo d'Auto-Aiuto Psichiqtrico di Firenu, Italy

Equality. We need obviously an adcquate assisLance and above all a preventive action in this sector. It has

no sense talking about spccial rights. Wc can avoid several admissions to hospital, if we had right

opportunities. So, it would be really possible to become self-sufficient änd self-reliant, capable to face the

life with all is difficultics iovs.

Larc Jensen, Denmark
Society's defining you lunatic, blocking yoru access to income and forcing you to live extremely

marginalized should release spccial rights and compensation in any and all aspects of the so defured
handicap.

The domain of psychiatry is the battlefield of modem civil war.

Marinka Kapelj, SENT, Slovenia
A lot of people, who were in psychiatric hospitals don't have jobs and/or housing. Of course they don't

have money either. When they are in hospital a long time, they don't know to work anymore. Employen
have usually refused them. Therefore we need the special righs for our people that they can get jobs, but
later they are working like othen. In Slovenia the law providcs a chance therefore. It will be necessary that
we have the law for the housing too. But we have not. Therefore in our organisation we have prepared the
group home. If our people work, they have money, and we think that we don't need special right for getting
money.

2.2. Plenary session

Neil: (Reporting from the group) It was agreed that we are not different from average citizens but perhaps
have some disabilities. Therc should be ccrtain social security systems, e.g. for housurg, so we have more
chance to be treated in an equalway.

Jan Dirk: Most important is the possibility to choose - also to choose the wrong things, to take risks. You
should only be punished if you have donc a cnme - and not for prevention.

Karl: Self-determination is the possibility to influence the surrounding - to build up subcultures (like our
house here in Kolding).

Maths: I'm a bit sceptical about community-run day-centres. The staff there often tries to get the usen
very dependent on them and do not let them know any alternatives or how to get back to normal life. The
staff at the community-centre is always afraid to loose their jobs - and therefore need to have as good
statistics of the number of visitors as possible. There is a danger that people because of this can be made
very dependent on the housc.

Edna: In San Francisco there are two usor-run drop-in centres. One is very structured, but it is also run by
few of the users. In the other one, in Berkley, there is no structure and no order, but a great warmth and a
sense of belonging.

Neil: There is a conflict between successfully user-run drop-in centres and authorify-run. They can't
undersüand our language, so they withdraw the money.
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I{ichard: About dcpcndcncy: I may choosc to be dcpcndent. I don't like the psychologists usc thc worcl
"dcpcndcncy". Onc man's depcndcnce is anothcr one's choice.

Erik: You can also have small shops and work togcther with others, lkc the small co-operatives in Italy.
Lars: It's important also as a user or ex-user to be a political activist, because we have to influence society

and not to just build subcultures.
Maths: To be ablc to choose presupposes that there are alternatives. Othcrwise you can't choose to be

dependant neither. Therefore society must make it possible also to have support to live in a home of your
own, to work at an ordinary workingplace and to go into the educationalsystem. They should not just tell
you: there is a group-home where you can live and a day+entre you can visit all day long.

Jan Dirk: We have to make what we are talking about into a human rights issue - which is for all human
beings as these problems can happen to evcryone.

Karl: If you say that you are like everybody else, why should you have a sociai pension? We must talk
theoretically and generally about policies, because if we make the wrong choices perhaps a lot of users in
Europe think that we are just talking about ourselves - while they at the same time are starving, are without
houses etc.

Jan Dirk: We must not be political in an ideological sense, but of course we must be lobbying.
Maths: If we want some special nghts, different from average citizens, we must also discuss which criteria

there should be for obtaining these special rights and who should decide about this.
Edna: Community mental hcalth agendas talk about services - but user agendas talk about personal needs.

You cannot separatc special righß and equality from quality of life. We need special righs to get equality.
Rasmus: There should be a basic income for all people in society.
Roberta: There are projects whcre the user decides how to spend the money: to use the money to go to a

universify confercnce or to clean the house. There must be a possibilify to live in society out of the mental
hospital.

Richard: There should be an equal opportunities legislation in UK. The criteria should be: cunent or
previously using of thc psychiatric services. Then people should have the right to apply to local committees.
People with a sho( stay in psychiatry will probably not dellne themselves as "a previous psychiatric device
user" when for example applying for a job.

Edna: Our national projects have changed something. But every time anything has gone wrong there is a
moral panic in the media - and they don't interview uscrs but relatives and professionals, who ask for more
involuntary treatment.

Neil: I don't try to convince thcm, but to tellthem that they don't undenland.
Lan: I want us to discuss if we should be an organisation like Amnesty, supporting individual survivors?
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